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November 1, 2017 
 
The Honorable Elaine L. Chao 
Secretary of Transportation 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, D.C. 20590 
 
Re: Docket No. DOT-OST-2017-0090 
 
Dear Secretary Chao, 
 
On behalf of the Coalition for America’s Gateways and Trade Corridors (CAGTC), 
attached are comments in response to the Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) 
for the Nationally Significant Freight and Highway Projects Program (INFRA Grants) 
for Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018.  
 
CAGTC is a diverse group of more than 60 public and private organizations from 
across the 50 states and each mode dedicated to increasing federal investment in 
America’s multimodal freight infrastructure. In contrast to single mode interests, 
CAGTC’s foremost mission is to promote a seamless goods movement 
transportation system across all modes to enhance capacity and economic growth.  
 
Unique from other types of transportation infrastructure spending, investment in the 
nation’s multimodal freight network is an economic multiplier. Not only are jobs 
created immediately in the construction phase, but an efficient goods movement 
system attracts and retains U.S. businesses, supports exports, and benefits the 
economy for years to come. Competitive grants, like INFRA, are critical to funding 
large-scale freight infrastructure projects, which often cross jurisdictional boundaries 
and are difficult to fund through traditional distribution methods. Freight investment 
needs are great, as documented through the oversubscription of this program in its 
first round – for every $1 in available funding there were $13 in requests. Funding 
available through this NOFO will be vital for making investments in our nation’s 
freight infrastructure network.   
 
We thank USDOT for the opportunity to comment on this important notice and 
CAGTC respectfully submits the following comments on the INFRA NOFO in an 
effort to continue the positive developments shaping this freight-focused competitive 
grant program.  We hope these comments will be helpful. Should you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Elaine Nessle 
Executive Director 
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Coalition for America’s Gateways and Trade Corridors 
Subject: Comments Regarding Docket No. DOT-OST-2017-0090 

 
Administer the INFRA Program with a Primary Focus on Freight Infrastructure 
Public investment in our nation’s multimodal freight network is chronically inadequate to meet growing demands. 
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation’s (USDOT) Beyond Traffic 2045, freight volume is projected to 
increase by more than 40 percent by the year 20451, placing strain on existing infrastructure. Keenly aware of this 
growing need, through 2015’s Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) Congress developed the 
Nationally Significant Freight and Highway Projects Program (NSFHPP or INFRA) to make investments in large 
freight and highway projects. Criteria codified in law focused on goods movement infrastructure and included goals 
of improving the safety, efficiency, and reliability of the movement of freight and people; generating national or 
regional economic benefits; reducing congestion and bottlenecks; improving modal connectivity for freight 
transportation; enhancing the resiliency of critical infrastructure; improving roadways to national energy security; 
and addressing the impact of population growth (FAST Act, Sec. 1105).  
 
Differing from FAST Act statute, the Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) lacks stated emphasis on freight 
mobility. Any deviation from the authorizers’ intent threatens program longevity and we encourage USDOT to 
maintain the program’s emphasis on funding high-impact goods movement projects that improve the flow of goods.  
 
Public-Private Partnerships Should Be Encouraged When Appropriate, Not Required for Success 
While competitive grants have repeatedly shown their ability to attract private sector dollars, public-private 
partnerships are not the solution to each infrastructure need. In fact, some states limit public-private partnerships 
while others lack enabling laws. There also exist barriers in federal policy that make such arrangements difficult, 
such as complex project approval processes that can dissuade private firms from investing. In some cases, private 
industry would prefer a variable term lease or tenant relationship. Projects should be evaluated on their ability to 
meet the program’s goals through the use of measurable and objective criteria, rather than by the project’s ability to 
attract non-federal funding. As stated above, criteria codified in law focuses on goods movement infrastructure and 
includes goals of improving the safety, efficiency, and reliability of the movement of freight and people; generating 
national or regional economic benefits; reducing congestion and bottlenecks; improving modal connectivity for 
freight transportation; enhancing the resiliency of critical infrastructure; improving roadways to national energy 
security; and addressing the impact of population growth (FAST Act, Sec. 1105).  
 
Including “leveraging Federal funding to attract other, non-Federal sources” as a key program objective modifies the 
program goals defined by Congress; per the FAST Act, the ability of a project to leverage non-Federal funds should 
be a secondary consideration, not a condition to receive funds.   
 
While many freight projects lend themselves to public-private partnerships, there are many essential freight projects 
that are not well-suited for such arrangements.  We respectfully ask USDOT to continue viewing a project’s ability to 
attract non-Federal resources as an additional consideration rather than a key program objective.   
 
Disassociate “Urban or More Wealthy” and “Rural or Less-Wealthy”    
The NOFO’s description of Criterion #2: Leveraging of Federal Funds states that USDOT “recognizes that 
applicants have varying abilities and resources to contribute non-Federal contributions,” and “expects that projects 
that come from rural or less-wealthy applicants will have to meet a lower standard for leverage than projects coming 
from urban or more wealthy applicants” (Federal Register, Vol. 82, No. 127, Page 31148).  
 

                                                 
1
 U.S. Department of Transportation, “Beyond Traffic 2045,” 2016  

< https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/BeyondTraffic_tagged_508_final.pdf>   

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/BeyondTraffic_tagged_508_final.pdf
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The association of “rural” and “less-wealthy” as well as “urban” and “more wealthy” is not explained in the NOFO, 
nor are “less-wealthy” and “more wealthy” defined in the NOFO. These terms are not inextricably linked. For 
example, “less-wealthy” communities in urban areas are frequently disproportionately impacted by freight 
movement relative to “more wealthy” communities in the same metro region. Expecting urban regions to tax 
themselves at a higher rate to pay for nationally significant infrastructure places a disproportionate burden on the 
“less-wealthy” residents dealing with the associated impacts of freight movement due to proximity. Per the Federal 
Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Freight and Land Use Handbook, “Often, freight facilities are located near 
communities whose populations are predominantly low-income.2” 
 
Regardless of “urban” or “rural,” “less-wealthy” or “more wealthy,” we encourage USDOT to focus on the project’s 
merits and its ability to satisfy the Congressionally-defined program goals. Moreover, Congress clearly defined the 
Federal Share requirements in law, which applies to both urban and rural communities, stating INFRA grants may 
be used for up to 60 percent of eligible project costs.   
 
Improve INFRA Transparency  
CAGTC requests that USDOT make available the full listing of project applications following INFRA awards and 
provide detailed descriptions of the projects that were selected for funding. After the first round of the NSFHPP, 
USDOT released scant descriptions of each successful grant, giving Congress – and stakeholders – insufficient 
understanding of USDOT’s decision making. Releasing more detailed descriptions of selected projects as well as a 
full list of project applications will provide insight into freight system needs and assist Congressional authorizers as 
they craft the FAST Act’s reauthorization proposal.  
 
CAGTC also requests that USDOT invest the proper resources to ensure each unsuccessful applicant may receive 
a technical debrief following award announcements. These debriefs provide valuable feedback for applicants and 
will result not only in increased understanding of USDOT’s decision making process but also in stronger project 
applications in future rounds.  
 
Increased public understanding of the nation’s large-scale freight needs will benefit ongoing exchange and policy 
development. It is essential that USDOT disclose more information about its decision-making process in order to 
result in a program that targets resources effectively and to affirm the integrity of the evaluation process.  
 
 

                                                 
2
 Federal Highway Administration, Freight and Land Use Handbook, Last Updated: February 2017.  

<https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12006/sec_3.htm>  

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12006/sec_3.htm

